Abstract-In a paper by Hawthorn and DeWitt, the projected performance of several proposed database machines was examined for three relational database queries. The present paper investigates the performance of a massively parallel machine called NON-VON for the same queries under comparable assumptions. In the case of simple queries, a NON-VON machine of comparable size to those considered by Hawthorn and DeWitt is found to be somewhat faster than the fastest machines examined in their study; for a more complex database operation, NON-VON is shown to be five to ten times faster than the fastest of these machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
H AWTHORN and DeWitt [6] presented an analysis of the predicted performance of a number of existing and proposed database machines (specifically, RAP [9] , CASSM [2] , DBC [1] , DIRECT [4] , CAFS [3] , and associative disks [7] , [8] , [13] ) on three relational database queries. In this paper, we present an analysis of the performance of NON-YON [11] on the same benchmark queries Hawthorn and DeWitt used in their study.
NON-YON is a massively parallel non-von Neumann supercomputer, portions of which are now being constructed at Columbia University. Certain subsystems have already been implemented and tested; others have not yet been designed in detail, but are understood sufficiently well at a functional level that performance may be estimated. Thus, although NON-YON has not yet been completely implemented, its performance can be predicted by techniques similar to those used by Hawthorn and DeWitt.
We begin in Section II with a brief overview of the essential aspects of the NON-YON architecture. In Section III, we explicate our assumptions regarding the size and performance of the NON-YON configuration used in our analysis. The fourth, fifth, and sixth sections present our results on the three queries considered by Hawthorn and DeWitt. A concluding section summarizes our resuits. 
II. THE NON-YON ARCHITECTURE
This section outlines the essentials of the latest version of NON-YON, and the next section describes a reduced configuration appropriate for comparison to the machines analyzed by Hawthorn and DeWitt. While it is hoped that this will prove sufficient for an understanding of the algorithms and analysis presented later in the paper, readers unfamiliar with the NON-YON architecture may wish to review the details of an early version of the machine, which have been presented elsewhere [11] .
The top-level organization of the NON-YON machine is illustrated in Fig. 1 . NON-YON has two principal components, known as the primary processing subsystem and the secondary processing subsystem. In a typical configuration, NON-YON would be connected to a host machine, a general purpose computer serving as a front end device for interactions with the user.
The primary processing subsystem is organized as a binary tree consisting of a large number of small processing elements (SPE's). Using an nMOS process with 3 micron feature size, 8 SPE's have been implemented on a single YLSI chip. Each SPE contains an 8 bit ALU, a very small RAM, and communication connections to three neighboring SPE's, which are known as the parent, left child, and right child. In addition, each SPE is capable of communicating, within two clock cycles, with two additional SPE's, called the left neighbor and right neighbor. These neighbors are the predecessor and successor in an inorder traversal of the primary processing subsystem tree. The SPE's do not store programs locally; they receive instructions that are broadcast to them from higher up in the primary processing subsystem tree, and operate strictly in a synchronous manner.
Within the top five to ten levels of the primary processing subsystem, each SPE is connected to a large processing element (LPE). Each LPE is a general-purpose microcomputer that can be configured to embody between tens of kilobytes and a few megabytes of RAM, depending on the application. The LPE's may execute locally stored programs independently and asynchronously. In particular, LPE's at the roots of several subtrees of the primary processing subsystem (possibly at different levels) may broadcast separate instruction streams to the SPE' s below them, giving NON-YON the capability for what is sometimes called multiple-SIMD execution. Each LPE includes a small amount of specialized hardware to perform 0098-5589/86/0400-0577$01.00 © 1986 IEEE instruction broadcast and to generate control signals for the SPE's. The LPE from which a given SPE is currently receiving its instructions is sometimes called its control processor.
The LPE's are connected by a high-bandwidth interconnection network. The precise type of network has not yet been determined; among the candidates are several kinds of logarithmic-stage networks of the butterfly/ omega/banyan family and certain configurations based on crossbar switches. The LPE network, however, is not involved in any of the algorithms considered in this paper, and thus will not be discussed further.
The secondary processing subsystem incorporates a substantial number (perhaps between 32 and 256) of disk drives. Each drive is connected via an intelligent head unit to an LPE in the primary processing subsystem, providing a very high bandwidth interconnection between these two subsystems. In addition to reading and writing data from disks, intelligent head units perform certain computationally simple operations "on the fly," passing results to the associated LPE' s. By way of illustration, a partial match operation (equivalent to the relational algebraic operator select) may be executed, passing on to the primary processing subsystem only those records that satisfy certain attribute/value criteria.
We are now engaged in the construction of a prototype primary processing subsystem containing a single LPE and 8191 SPE's. This machine will be connected to a YAX 11/750, which will serve as host. After the completion of this single-LPE prototype, we hope to construct a machine having multiple LPE' s and a larger primary processing subsystem.
III. ASSUMPTIONS A large-scale NON-YON primary processing subsystem might consist of a million SPE's, and the secondary processing subsystem could have a few hundred "intelligent heads" in a processor-per-disk (or processor-perhead) organization. In order to make a reasonable comparison with the machines examined by Hawthorn and DeWitt, the performance of a small NON-YON is examined.
In NON-YON's current design, each SPE has 64 bytes of RAM. In this paper, we will analyze the performance of a primary processing subsystem comprising 4095 SPE's, which has the same aggregate storage capacity as the 16 X 16 kbyte caches of RAP and DIRECT. CAFS, CASSM, and DBC read 19 tracks simultaneously; in an effort to consider a system of comparable size (but with the number of disk drives equal to a power of 2), NON-YON's secondary processing subsystem will be assumed to have 16 drives, with one intelligent head unit per drive. We assume there is just one LPE, which issues instructions through the root of the primary processing tree (and there is no need for an LPE network).
For the analysis of NON-YON's performance, we make the assumption that each relation is distributed across all 16 disk drives in the secondary processing subsystem, so that the contents of an "extended cylinder" (comprising one track from each drive) may be read during one disk revolution time. We use the physical specifications for moving-head disks given by Hawthorn and DeWitt: a rotational latency of 0.0167, average access time of 0.030 s, a block size of 512 bytes, and 22 blocks per track. We use the transfer rate 0.0008 s/block (one byte every 1.5 j.ts) that was assumed by Hawthorn and DeWitt for cell processors, since NON-YON's intelligent head units have comparable capabilities. We assume that each intelligent head unit has a sufficiently large buffer that all 16 subtrees can be loaded with data in synchrony, even though the rotation of the disks is not synchronized. A track-sized buffer (11 264 bytes) should be sufficient for this purpose.
The following two tables show a normalization of certain performance potentials for the machines evaluated by Hawthorn and DeWitt, as well as for the NON-YON configuration assumed above. Table I states the quantity of data that can be held in internal memory, accessible to the processors. This indicates that the machines are comparable in the size of problem that can be handled without recourse to secondary storage. Table II shows the rate at which processors can access the .data. This suggests that the machines work under comparable I/O limitations.
We use the assumptions of Hawthorn and DeWitt that one disk access and revolution is required to fetch record format and other system information for each relation participating in a query (OYIO == 0.03 s). We also use the CPU overheads they assumed for the generation of queries (OYCPU == 0.006-0.16 s), as well as their figure for "back-end communication time"-the time to send a command to the secondary processing subsystem and report results back (BCOM == 0.006-0.03 s).
The dominant execution costs associated with SPE' s in NON-YON's primary processing subsystem result from three primitive operations. Because of the central importance of these primitives, the NON-YON SPE has been designed to execute these operations very rapidly.
1) Input of data into an SPE is performed by the process known as loading. To load data into an SPE, the control processor broadcasts an address to the memory address register of that SPE, and then broadcasts data bytes; which are pipelined down the tree. The incoming data bytes are stored into successive RAM locations, at the rate of one byte per clock cycle. The data transfer stops when the control processor issues a control signal to force the SPE to cease storing data, and prepare to receive the next instruction. It is possible to load several SPE's with distinct data in parallel by having the intelligent head units simultaneously inject data bytes into the roots of their subtrees. In out analysis we do not include the small overhead required to select available SPE's prior to loading them. The aggregate error this creates is esti- ory address register in all SPE' s, the control processor broadcasts a string, at the rate on one byte per clock cycle. # Processors # Cells Bytes/Cell Total Bytes Each enabled SPE compares the incoming byte to the contents of RAM, stores the result of the comparison, increments the memory address register, and if the result was "not equal," the SPE disables itself. The control processor terminates the matching operation by asserting a control signal, just as in the loading and reporting operations. Based on electrical simulations and measurements of prototype chips, the clock period for a primary processing subsystem containing 4095 SPE's is assumed to be 0.5 fJ-S per cycle.
For the three queries discussed below, tuples will be stored one per SPE, only in those SPE's located in subtrees under the intelligent head units. Techniques for placing several small records in each SPE, and for combining several SPE's to accommodate large records, are presented in [12] . A quantitative characterization of the relations used in all three of Hawthorn and DeWitt's sample queries appears in the Appendix.
IV. QUERY 1
The first query examined in Hawthorn and DeWitt's paper is as follows: retrieve(QTRCOURSE.day, QTRCOURSE.hour) where QTRCOURSE.instructor = "despain, a.m."
In NON-VON, the secondary processing subsystem is capable of selection operations without help from the primary processing subsystem. We are told that the result contains only three records, so the time required to transmit this result to the host is negligible. The time (in seconds) required to process this query, assuming no relevant data are already in the primary processing subsystem, is calculated as follows: 2) Output of results from an SPE (reporting) also requires one clock cycle per byte. The processing is the same as for loading, except that the direction of data transfer is reversed. Prior to initiating a report of results, the control processor must ensure that only one SPE in its subtree is enabled. This is normally performed by the RE-SOLVE instruction, which examines the contents of a flag register in all enabled SPE' s, and clears all but the first one (in an inorder traversal of the primary processing subsystem tree). Special hardware in all SPE's performs the RESOLVE instruction for the entire primary processing subsystem in just two clock cycles.
3) Associative matching of a search key with the contents of the primary processing subsystem is the third critical operation. After setting the initial value for the memNote that the time for NON-VON is the same as reported by Hawthorn and DeWitt for the associative disks and CAFS, since the processing is the same.
The "best case" time reported for DIRECT and RAP assumes that the relation QTRCOURSE is already in the cache buffers. If we were to assume QTRCOURSE were previously loaded into NON-VaN's primary processing subsystem, the "best" time to process this query would be the primary processing subsystem. The records are stored there, one per small processing element. This activity will be interrupted when the subtrees are full, and resumed after the primary processing subsytem finishes operations on that batch of data. We assume the secondary processing subsystem buffers data so that loading of the primary processing subsystem can be resumed without latency.
• Third, the join result is formed. Each of the 22 successful ROOMS records is taken in tum. Its roomnum and building is matched against the COURSE records in the primary processing subsystem (one clock cycle for each of 20 bytes), followed by a reporting out of the day and hour fields for records that matched (one cycle for each of 21 bytes) . We assume concatenation to form tuples in the join result can be performed by the control processor, which would be required to handle one byte from the primary processing subsystem every 0.5 us,
• Steps two and three are repeated three times to proretrieve(ROOMS.building, ROOMS.roomnum, ROOMS.capacity, COURSE. day , COURSE. hour) where ROOMS.roomnum = COURSE.roomnum and OOMS.building = COURSE.building and ROOMS.type = "lab"
From the description by Hawthorn and DeWitt, we deduce the following information concerning the two relations mentioned. COURSE occupies 130 tracks, 2858 pages, and has 11 436 tuples. Each tuple is 127 bytes in length. Each tuple contains 41 bytes of interest: 20 bytes for (roomnum, building) and 21 for (day, hour). Further, from the bits set by CASSM, we see that no more than 422 tuples of COURSE will join with records from ROOMS. The ROOMS relation 'occupies two tracks, 29 pages, and has 282 tuples. Thus each ROOMS tuple is 52 bytes in length. Twenty-two of the tuples are of type "lab. "
We assume that each course meets in only one room, so there a.re 422 tuples in the join result. y.le assume that in a record from the ROOMS' relation, the capacity field occupies 4 bytes, so together with (roomnum, building), 24 bytes are used. We also assume that the COURSE relation is distributed across 16 disk drives. Thus each'drive holds eight or nine tracks, all in one cylinder.
NON-YON processes this query in the following manner:
• First, the ROOMS relation is read. The intelligent head units of the secondary processing subsystem select for type = "lab," and pass on to the control processor the capacity, roomnum, and building fields of the 22 selected' records.
• Second, the COURSE relation is loaded. Tuples are read by the secondary processing subsystem, which projects records over building, roomnum, day, and hour. Sixteen intelligent bead units perform this work in parallel, sending records thus formed into sixteen subtrees in cess the entire COURSE relation, one "primary processing subsystem-full" at a time.
Calculations based on the rotational speed of the disks show that each subtree is provided with a tuple every 190 jlS,1 while 42 clock cycles plus a small amount of overhead suffice to load a 41 byte record (one cycle to start and one cycle per byte). The primary processing subsystem is fast enough to handle the transfer rate of the secondary processing subsystem.
We note as an aside that by forming the result in large processing elements over the subtrees containing COURSE records, rather than in one control processor at the root, a speedup of this phase proportional to the number of subtrees could be obtained. This would save time if the result of the join were to be written out to be secondary processing subsystem, or if reporting to the host concurrently from several large processing elements were significantly faster than from one large processing element at the root.
It should be noted that this is only one of the join algorithms that would in fact be used on an actual NON-VON machine. In particular, there are other join algorithms, not analyzed in this paper, that appear to be more appropriate for joining large relations. One such algorithm, applicable in cases in which a copy of the smaller relation fits in the subtree under each large processing element connected to a disk, allows each large processing element (in parallel) to join its portion of the large relation with its copy of the smaller relation. Another technique, 10 .0167 s/revolution x (1 revolution/22 blocks) x (1 block/4 tuples).
Integrating these figures with those found in Hawthorn and DeWitt gives: VI. QUERY 3 The third query studied is:
There are three reasons for NON-VON's sutprising speed, even by comparison to DIRECT, which is the fastest of the other database machines on this query. The first is that DIRECT stores entire COURSE records into its cache when processing, while NON-VON projects over those attributes that are of interest, discarding the rest. Second, DIRECT reads data from one disk drive, while NON~VON loads the COURSE relation in parallel, using 16 intelligent head units simultaneously. (Unlike NON-VON, DIRECT would not benefit greatly from the use of parallel disk transfers; DeWitt and Hawthorn [5] calculated that using a parallel readout disk improved the join performance of architectures like DIRECT by only 3.5 percent.) Third, DIRECT performs a sequential search through ROOMS for each tuple of COURSE considered, in contrast with NON-VoN's associative matching followed by fast enumeration of responders using RE-SOLVE and REPORT instructions. based on a variant of hash partitioning [10] and utilizing the network interconnecting the LPE's, appears to be suitable if both relations are large. The detailed analysis of these algorithms is one of our current research activities. For RAP and DIRECT, Hawthorn and DeWitt assume in the best case that the relevant ROOMS records are already in one cache, and the remaining cache units are filled with records from the COURSE relation. The analogous assumption for NON-VON is that the 22 ROOMS records of interest are already in the control processor, and the subtrees of the primary processing subsystem are already full of COURSE records. Fora primary processing subsystem having 4095 small processing elements, using 16 intelligent head units, each subtree holds 255 records. Thus 7356 COURSE records remain to be loaded. They occupy 1838 blocks, or 115 per intelligent head unit. Thus the "best case" disk input time is 0.0008 x 115, or 0.0922 seconds. This dominates the 0.009 seconds required to load 459 records of 41 bytes each into the primary processing subsystem subtrees. . Since the number of COURSE records is 2.8 times the capacity of the primary processing subsystem, these data will be processed in three batches. Thus time for the matching operation is calculated as 3 iterations x 0.5 p.,s/ cycle x 1 cycle/byte x 20 bytes/record x 22 records, which is 0.0007 s. The time for reporting matching COURSE record portions is 0.5p.,s/cycle x 1 cycle/byte x 21 bytes/record x 422 records, giving 0.0044 s. Consistent with the assumptions of Hawthorn and DeWitt fot DiRECT, in the best case no back-end command time is required for the ROOMS relation, as those data are already present in primary storage. However, to start loading the remainder of COURSE requires a backend command time even in the best case, in addition to an average disk access time.
Thus the time (in seconds) to perform this query, with retrieve(GMASTER. acct, GMASTER. fund, encumb = sum(GMASTER.encumb by GMASTER.acct, GMASTER.fund)) OVIO OVIO OVCPU results to the control processor, is:
1 revolution to fetch ROOMS records format 1 revolution to fetch COURSE record format 2 standard CPU overheads to generate query 1 command to SPS to load ROOMS with a selection for type = "lab" 
YII. CONCLUSIONS
There are hazards in attempting to deduce the relative merit of alternative architectures based on a "paper-andpencil" analysis of performance on a small number of specific problems with specified data. Nevertheless, an analysis of performance on three representative database queries suggests that the NON-YON architecture can obtain higher performance than the database machines examined by Hawthorn and DeWitt, particularly for queries involving join operations, without requiring faster disk I/O or more internal storage. The design and analysis of NON-YON algorithms for large databases and more complex queries is an area of ongoing and future work.
It should be noted that considerations of database design, integrity, and security, are all essential to the architecture and operation of a working database management system. Such considerations are, however, generally orthogonal to the concerns addressed in this paper, and have thus not been discussed. . In summary, for a simple query, all machines investigated by Hawthorn and DeWitt were found to have similar performance; we find NON-YON's speed somewhat better than the others for such queries. For a query involving an aggregation operator, NON-YON runs about
Response times in seconds
Hawthorn and DeWitt state that the GMASTER relation is stored in one cylinder, and consists of 194 tuples, two per page. There are 17 unique values of (acct, fund). We assume that the relation is stored over 16 disk drives in the secondary processing subsystem, so it can be scanned in one disk revolution. Processing is as follows. The relation (projected by the secondary processing subsystem over the acct, fund, and encumb fields) is loaded into the primary processing subsystem during one disk revolution. The records in the primary processing subsystem are marked unused by setting a 1 bit register in the SPE's. Then the primary processing subsystem iterates through the following loop, stopping after seventeen iterations for the given data:
• Associatively locate the records in the primary processing subsystem that are marked unused. (One cycle overhead, plus four cycles.)
• Resolve for an (acct, fund) that is marked unused; if there are none, then stop. (Two cycles overhead, plus two cycles.)
• Report (acct, fund) to the control processor. (Three cycles overhead, plus one cycle for each of eight bytes.)
• Match (acct, fund) among records in the primary processing subsystem that are marked unused. (Two cycles overhead, plus one cycle for each of eight bytes.)
• Sum the encumb field of matching records. The control processor concatenates the sum with the (acct, fund) to produce a tuple in the result. (Thirty-eight cycles overh ead, plus 528 cycles total to sum 32 bit integers stored in twelve levels of the primary processing subsystem tree.)
• For this query, if it is assumed that the GMASTER relation already resides in the primary processing subsystem at the start of the query (similar to the best case assumption for DIRECT), the cost of DAY AC + DRaT will not be incurred. Thus the "best" result reported below is 0.047 s.
Hawthorn and DeWitt do not state times for the architectures they studied for this problem, but do provide a graph from which these times may be estimated. Integrating NON-YON's figures with these gives: twice as fast as their reported best. For a query involving relational join, the analysis indicates that NON-YON will operate five to ten times faster than the fastest architecture examined by Hawthorn and DeWitt.
ApPENDIX
Appearing below is a quantitative characterization of the relations in the sample database on which both our analysis and that of Hawthorn and DeWitt is based. Many of the measurements listed here were stated explicitly by Hawthorn and DeWitt; others were inferred from the .descriptions accompanying their analyses. He is currently managing a group on .
•AI and Databases" at IBM Thomas J . Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY. His previous work at IBM has been in the areas of magnetic bubble memory architectures for storing relational databases (Summer 1977), concurrency control for an early prototype of QBE (Summer 1978), management of VLSI design data, and parallel architectures for database management. His research interests include the role of data management in artificial intelligence, parallel architectures and database machines, and data-intensive expert systems.
